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Kotak Kamera :: a story 
A camera obscura journey 

Kotak Kamera is a kit imagined and designed by artist Isabelle Desjeux at 

l’Observatoire, in conjunction with Cultivate Central to allow the public to enjoy the magic 

of  their own camera obscura. 

At it’s most basic 
a Camera Obscura is nothing but a Magnifying Lens, a Screen and a Dark Space in between. 
The light is condensed by the lens, creating a projection of  the scene ahead on the screen. If  
the screen is translucent, the image will go through the screen and be visible on the other side. 

If  you search online, you will find millions of  contraptions: drawings, drafts, concepts, 

sketches, and photographs, of  camera obscura as those have fascinated artists, scientists and 

engineers for centuries as a fascinating tool for observation! 

KOTAK KAMERA KIT COMPANION 1

Try holding a magnifying glass in front of  a 
white wall (inside), facing a window. You might 
need to move until you find the right distance to the 
wall to make a sharp image. That’s it! You’ve made 
yourself  your own camera obscura. You can 
improve it by replacing the wall by a tracing paper. 
And you can rest your hands by using a carboard 
box (cutting holes at opposite ends) to hold your 
lens and your paper) instead. If  you want the image 
to appear the right way up, you’ll need to place a 
mirror between the lens and the screen



Oh the Things, the Things a Kamera can Be! 

It can be a FISH, an ALIEN, a 

TV, a CLOUD or a COCONUT! 

 

 

KOTAK KAMERA KIT COMPANION 2



It can be made of  PAPER, CARDBOARD, WOOD, METAL or more …  

KOTAK KAMERA KIT COMPANION 3



It can be as large as a DOME, A BEACH CABIN, a TRUCK or a ROOM 

KOTAK KAMERA KIT COMPANION 4



Kotak Kamera Kit:: 
What will your Camera Obscura look like? 

KOTAK KAMERA KIT COMPANION 5

At l’Observatoire, run by artist Isabelle Desjeux, we take simple concepts we are 
curious about, and let artists play with them until new and exciting ways of  looking 
emerge. 

We package these experiences for visitors as artworks, art workshops, art experiences 
and kits, with the goal of  awakening your curiosity - so you will take the concept far , 
far ahead!

Use masking tape, stickers, 
coloured paper to decorate your 
own! 
You can even add handles (made 
of  rolled up cardboard) to make it 
easier to manipulate!
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